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**Instructions for use**
Treatment of infected root canals with 4-META/MMA-TBB resin

Tsutomu Sugaya1), Saori Tanaka2), Hirofumi Miyaji1), Shinji Shimoji1), Megumi Kudo1), Hiroe Takefu1) and Taro Washizu1)

b) Periodontology and Endodontology, Department of Oral Health Science, Faculty of Dental Medicine and Graduate School of Dental Medicine, Hokkaido University, 2) Center for Dental Clinics, Division of General Dentistry, Hokkaido University Hospital

ABSTRACT : This review paper describes the various applications of 4-methacryloxyethyl trimellitate anhydride/methyl methacrylate-tri-n-butyl borane (4-META/MMA-TBB) and reviews research studies on the treatment of infected root canals using 4-META/MMA-TBB resin. 4-META/MMA-TBB resin exhibits good biocompatibility, polymerisation, and adhesiveness to dentine. As a result, it has improved the previously low success rates of root-end sealing, root canal filling, and perforation sealing in difficult cases. Root-end sealing of resected surfaces using 4-META/MMA-TBB during apicoectomy and intentional replantation prevents leakage from root canal and root resorption. 4-META/MMA-TBB can offer sealing for root canals with opened root apex in which pressure could not be applied during root canal filling. In this paper we will discuss clinical cases related to the application of this resin and the benefits of 4-META/MMA-TBB resin.
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Introduction

4-META/MMA-TBB resin (Super-Bond, Sun Medical, Shiga, Japan) can achieve a high rate of polymerization even when moisture is present because it uses tri-n-butyl borane (TBB) as its polymerization initiator1, 2). It exhibits excellent biocompatibility even when it polymerizes on tissues3-11). As it offers both biocompatibility and adhesiveness to dentin, it is now possible to manage cases that had previously been considered difficult to treat. This material has increased previously low success rates of root-end sealing, perforation sealing, and root canal filling in difficult cases.

Root-end sealing

1. The advantages of root-end sealing

Apicoectomy and intentional replantation require retrograde filling of the root canal, but when surgery has to be performed with the infected root canal because preoperative root canal therapy is not performed for reasons such as a post and/or crown that cannot be removed, excellent sealing ability is required to prevent leakage from the root canal and accessory canals. The microleakage is not completely inhibited in vitro with amalgam, zinc oxide eugenol cement, glass ionomer cement or mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA)12-22). Furthermore, when the root canal has not been cleaned, bacteria can enter the dentinal tubules23) and, if the resected surface is exposed to the infected dentinal tubules, this can lead to inflammation of the surrounding tissue and inflammatory resorption of the root24). Root-end sealing, whereby adhesive resin is applied to the entire resected surface, can solve all of these problems (Fig. 1).

Applying a bonding agent to a resected root end has been shown to reduce microleakage25,26). Resin is known to be sensitive to moisture during application, and this could potentially lead to poor clinical results28). Thus, Super-Bond might be suitable for retrograde root sealing following apicoectomy or intentional replantation.
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2. Coronal sealing ability

In a previous study, crowns and root-ends of extracted teeth were removed. In some roots, the root canal was prepared and retrograde cavity preparation was performed before filling with Spherical-D (Shofu, Kyoto, Japan) or Super-EBA (Harry Bosworth Co., Skokie, IL, USA) while in other roots, root-end sealing was performed with Super-Bond. Methylene blue was then poured into the root canals and leakage volume from the root apices was measured over 50 weeks. The control group consisted of root apices that were not sealed.

In the control group, all the methylene blue had quickly leaked out from the root apex. A large amount of dye also leaked from root apices where amalgam had been used. Although the leakage for Super-EBA was small, all specimens did exhibit leakage after 32 weeks. No root apices sealed with Super-Bond exhibited any leakage at 50 weeks (Fig. 2).

3. Healing after intentional replantation

In a beagle dog study, tooth crowns were removed, the root canals were prepared, and bacterial infection was induced within the root canals. Eight weeks later, radiographs were used to confirm periapical lesions and intentional replantation was performed. The root-ends of the extracted teeth were resected. Retrograde cavities 3-mm deep were prepared and filled with amalgam or Super-EBA cement or root-end sealing was performed with Super-Bond before replantation. In the control group, root-ends were resected and the apex was not sealed. Root canals were not cleaned or filled in any of the groups.

Four and eight weeks postoperatively, undecalcified specimens were prepared and bone defect and root resorption were assessed. After eight weeks, bone was formed close to Super-Bond and bone defect area was

---

Fig. 1 Root-end filling and root-end sealing

Fig. 2 Integrated amount of dye leakage from root apex

*: significant difference compared with Super-Bond p < 0.05

Fig. 3 Healing after intentional replantation (8 weeks later)

a: Super-Bond, b: Super-EBA, c: Amalgam, d: Control

Fig. 4 Bone defect area after intentional replantation

*: Significant difference comparison with Super-Bond p < 0.05
reduced with Super-EBA (Fig. 3), but root resorption was exacerbated in the other three groups. The bone defect area (Fig. 4) and root resorption area (Fig. 5) were smaller in the Super-Bond group than the other three groups at both four and eight weeks.

4. Healing after apicoectomy

Beagle tooth crowns were removed, root canals were prepared, and bacterial infection was induced within root canals. Eight weeks later, radiographs were used to confirm whether lesions formed in the root apex regions and apicoectomy was performed. Tooth root-end exposed in the bone defect was resected and root-end sealing with Super-Bond was performed on some specimens, while retrograde filling with Super-EBA or ProRoot MTA (Dentsply Tulsa Dental, Johnson City, TN, USA) was performed on other specimens. Control group specimens had root apex resection with no root apex sealing. The root canal was not cleaned in all specimens. After 12 and 48 weeks, decalcified specimens were prepared and histopathologically assessed.

After 12 weeks (Fig. 6), bone defect areas were reduced in both the Super-Bond, Super-EBA and MTA groups, with significant differences noted compared with the control group. However, no significant differences were noted between the three non-control groups (Fig. 7). The state of the bone defect areas remained unchanged after 48 weeks, although some root resorption was noted.

Root resorption is known to occur after replantation, but it can also occur over a long-term after apicoectomy if the root canal is infected. Therefore, we considered that root-end sealing, which covers the entire resected surface, appeared to be the most reliable method.

5. Influence of blood contamination

1) Inhibition of adhesion

Fresh human whole blood was applied to bovine dentin surface before being treated for five seconds with Green Activator (Sun Medical, Shiga, Japan) or after treatment with Green Activator. Air blowing, rinsing or repeated tooth surface treatment were then performed, after which Super-Bond was applied. Adhesive surface before applying Super-Bond and interface between dentin and Super-Bond were observed with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and microtensile bond strength (μTBS) measurement and dye penetration test were performed.

Results indicated that when the pre-treated tooth surface was contaminated with blood, conventional tooth
surface treatment resulted in good adhesion. However, when blood contaminates the surface after tooth surface treatment, fibrin could not be removed with air blowing or rinsing alone, creating a gap with the adhesive interface. Retreatment of contaminated surface with Green Activator led to good adhesion (Fig. 8). By rinsing after blood contamination following tooth surface treatment, \( \mu \text{TBS} \) was significantly decreased compared with the control group (\( p<0.05 \)). Retreatment of contaminated surface led to \( \mu \text{TBS} \) that did not differ significantly from the control group (\( p>0.05 \)). The results of dye penetration test indicated that length of dye penetration in the rinsing after blood contamination following tooth surface treatment was significantly more than control, but that of retreatment of the contaminated surface was not significantly different from the control (Fig. 9).

The results of this experiment indicated that when performing root-end sealing, it is important to properly perform hemostasis.

![Fig. 8](image)

**Fig. 8** Treated surfaces and interfaces between dentin and Super-Bond after blood contamination and retreatment of contaminated surface

a : Contamination, surface treatment and rinsing, b : Surface treatment, contamination and air blowing, c : Surface treatment, contamination and rinsing, d : Surface treatment, contamination and retreatment.

![Fig. 9](image)

**Fig. 9** Dye penetration length after blood contamination and surface treatment

\* : Significant difference \( p<0.05 \)

2) Influence of blood contamination time after application of Super-Bond on sealing ability

Human extracted teeth and root-end were resected, after which retrograde cavities were prepared. They were either filled with Super-EBA or performed root-end sealing with Super-Bond. Super-EBA group specimens were immersed in human whole blood 5 minutes after filling, while Super-Bond group specimens were immersed two seconds, five seconds, 10 seconds and five minutes after application.

The results of dye penetration testing indicated that there was only a slight amount of dye penetration caused by immersion in blood two seconds and five minutes after application of Super-Bond to the resected surface, with no significant difference. At each of the immersion times, length of dye penetration was significantly less than in the Super-EBA group (Fig. 10). It appeared that the fact that rapidly polymerizing Super-Bond at the dentin surface, thus achieving adhesion, ensured that dye did not penetrate the interface between dentin and resin even when specimens were immersed in blood for a short time.

![Fig. 10](image)

**Fig. 10** Blood contamination time after application of Super-Bond and length of dye penetration

\* : Significant difference compared with Super EBA \( p<0.05 \)

3) Blood contamination and biocompatibility

In order to clarify whether covering Super-Bond in blood during polymerization would inhibit polymerization and reduce biocompatibility, Super-Bond with three different polymerization environments was transplanted onto rat dorsal connective tissue and histopathologically evaluated.

The Super-Bond polymerization environments were as follows. (1) A Super-Bond mixture paste was applied to connective tissue and the skin flap was sutured five seconds later so that polymerization occurred while covered in blood. (2) Super-Bond that had undergone polymerization while exposed to air for 10 minutes was transplanted. (3) Super-Bond of (2) was transplanted after polishing.

Results found that Super-Bond surfaces left to undergo polymerization while exposed to air exhibited inflammatory cell infiltration of mainly lymphocytes, while hardly any inflammation occurred when polymerization occurred in the specimens that underwent polymerization...
while covered in blood or the specimens with polished surfaces (Fig. 11). This may have been because Super-Bond exhibits higher surface polymerization rates when not exposed to air and the blood acted as an air barrier, and/or because metal ions in the blood such as Fe$^{2+}$ increased the polymerization rate$^{2,37}$. While the exact reason remains unknown, it appears that hemostasis until polymerization of Super-Bond is complete actually decreases biocompatibility.

6. Case of intentional replantation
A 60-year-old female exhibited a large periapical lesion in the right mandibular first premolar. As no improvement was seen with root canal therapy, intentional replantation was performed. For intentional replantation, the root-end was resected and root-end sealing was performed with Super-Bond (Clear type). The periapical lesion disappeared and 6 years later no root resorption was apparent (Fig. 12).

7. Apicoectomy case
A 37-year-old male had a fistula in maxillary left canine and first premolar and the radiograph exhibited a periapical lesion (Fig. 13). Resection of the root-end revealed contamination between the root canal and gutta-percha point. However, root-end sealing with Super-Bond was performed without cleaning the root canal and the flap was sutured. Eleven years later, neither root resorption nor periapical lesion was observed.

8. Clinical outcomes
Table 1 shows the prognoses of cases that underwent apicoectomy or intentional replantation with root-end sealing. Apicoectomy failed in five of the 35 cases for which root canal preparation could not be performed preoperatively, while it did not fail in any of the cases that had undergone root canal preparation$^{38}$. All cases that underwent replantation also underwent root canal preparation preoperatively, but replantation failed in two cases. Although it has been reported that performing apicoectomy without preoperative root canal enlargement leads to a poor clinical outcome, root-end sealing with Super-Bond achieved relatively good outcomes and there was no statistically significant difference between cases in which root canal preparation was or was not performed preoperatively.

Root-end sealing can be performed even in cases with long posts exposed through the resected surface, which can be considered as an additional indication for apicoectomy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preoperative root canal preparation</th>
<th>Complete healing</th>
<th>Incomplete healing</th>
<th>Failures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apicoectomy</td>
<td>No : 35 (teeth)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replantation</td>
<td>Yes : 10 (teeth)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Root perforation sealing

1. Tissue reaction when Super-Bond is used for adhesion of artificial perforations
Pulp chamber floors of cat molars were artificially perforated with a 1/2 round bur. Some roots were sealed with Super-Bond after applying activated liquid to the perforated sites while other roots were sealed with Super-Bond without applying the activated liquid. Four
weeks later, the two groups were histopathologically compared. Results indicated strong inflammation mainly in lymphocytes and some root absorption with odontoclasts (arrows) in the cases in which activated liquid was applied to the perforated site (Fig. 14a)\textsuperscript{39}. Super-Bond formed a hybrid layer with the periodontal ligament and a small number of giant cells (arrows) appeared directly under the hybrid layer and no infiltration of inflammatory cells such as lymphocytes was apparent in the cases in which activated liquid was not applied (Fig. 14b). Inflammatory cell infiltration area was significantly smaller in the perforation sealed without applying activated liquid than those sealed after activated liquid was applied and non-sealed perforations (Fig. 15).

Activated liquid application enhances wettability of the resin, but it may cause inflammation. As sufficient sealing can be achieved without applying it, it is recommended that sealing be performed without applying activated liquid to the perforated site.

![Fig. 14](image1.png)

**Fig. 14** Perforated site of pulp chamber floor sealed with Super-Bond

Source: Reproduced from reference 39 with permission from The Japanese Society of Conservative Dentistry.

a : Sealing without applying activated liquid.
b : Sealing after applying activated liquid.
Super-Bond was dissolved during specimen preparation.

![Fig. 15](image2.png)

**Fig. 15** Inflammatory cell infiltration in activated liquid application

\[**\text{ : significant difference } p<0.01\]

2. **Pulp chamber floor perforation sealed with Super-Bond**

A 28-year-old female presented with swelling of the buccal gingiva of the mandibular right first molar. A perforation was noted in the furcation and after removing infected dentin around the perforated site under microscope, calcium hydroxide was applied. The furcation perforation was sealed once inflammation had subsided. Four years later, the bone defect had almost completely disappeared (Fig. 16).

![Fig. 16](image3.png)

**Fig. 16** A case of perforation sealing with Super-Bond in pulp chamber floor

a : Initial examination.
b : At the time of the crown removal, when removing the amalgam that had filled the perforated site, drainage was observed (an arrow).
c : Sealing with Super-Bond (Clear type).
d : Four years later.

3. **Clinical outcomes of perforation sealing with Super-Bond in pulp chamber floor**

A perforation was observed in the mandibular molar bifurcation. Sealing was performed with Super-Bond and clinical outcomes were investigated six months to three years postoperatively. Of the 16 teeth examined in this study, nine teeth exhibited preoperative symptoms such as redness, swelling, drainage, fistula and percussion pain. Only one tooth exhibited these symptoms postoperatively. Bone defects were observed preoperatively in six teeth, but it had disappeared postoperatively in two teeth, had been reduced in three teeth, and not been reduced in one tooth (Table 2)\textsuperscript{40}.

In the one case in which the perforated site communicated with the periodontal pocket preoperatively, no improvement in symptoms or bone defect was exhibited postoperatively, while the other 15 cases followed a favorable postoperative course.

**Table 2.** Clinical outcomes of perforation sealing with Super-Bond in pulp chamber floor of mandibular molar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Bone defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-treatment</td>
<td>9/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-treatment</td>
<td>1/16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(reduced : 3, no change : 1)
4. Tissue reaction with combined use of the internal matrix technique

Hemostasis can normally be performed as required if inflammation is not present. However, hemostatics filling the perforated site completely control bleeding. This prevents blood contamination of the adhered dentin surface and breaking of the resin applied to the perforated site by hemorrhagic pressure before the resin hardens. Therefore, it makes reliable sealing possible even for patients that have been administered anticoagulant drugs.

However, if hemostatics inhibit polymerization of the resin, inflammation may be induced after absorption of hemostatics. Therefore, we used cellulosic hemostatics (SURGICEL, Johnson & Johnson, Tokyo, Japan) and collagen hemostatics (TERUPLUG, Terumo, Tokyo, Japan) and implanted them to connective tissue either dry or soaked with blood after applying a mixture paste of Super-Bond to them. After two and six weeks, we examined the specimens histopathologically. Results indicated less inflammation with TERUPLUG than SURGICEL. Furthermore, inflammation around the Super-Bond area after the hemostatics had been resorbed was less apparent when hemostatics had been soaked in blood than when dry hemostatics were used (Fig. 17). This suggested that it is better to use TERUPLUG rather than SURGICEL and that Super-Bond should be applied after soaking them in blood.

5. Sealing a root canal perforation using the internal matrix technique with TERUPLUG

A 43-year-old female exhibited a fistula at her right maxillary first premolar and radiograph indicated bone resorption in the mesial mid-region of root. As the apex of the post was perforated, infected dentin was removed around the perforated site, the perforated site was filled with TERUPLUG and sealed while bonding the post with Super-Bond (Radiopaque type). The bone defect almost completely disappeared and good healing was achieved (Fig. 18).

Fig. 17 Tissue reaction after applying Super-Bond to hemostatic material
a: Blood-soaked TERUPLUG (2 weeks later)
b: Blood-soaked TERUPLUG (6 weeks later)
c: Dry TERUPLUG (6 weeks later)
SuperBond was dissolved during specimen preparation.

6. The advantages of Super-Bond as a root perforation sealing material

If non-adherent materials such as mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) are used to seal root perforations, cavity preparation must be performed for filling. As the dentin often thins around the perforation site, cavity preparation can enlarge the perforation, thereby exacerbating the problem. Therefore, Super-Bond could be said to have a wider range of applicability, as it does not require a cavity to be used. Furthermore, because it can be used as a post adherent cement and root canal filling material, it can be used on the root apex side or near the root canal orifice and does not impair the subsequent prosthetic treatment.

Root canal filling

1. Sealing ability in root canal with open apices

Root canal therapy has been reported as leading to poor outcomes in teeth in which the apical foramen has opened widely. This is because it is difficult to shape root canals that can withstand the pressure applied during root canal filling. Super-Bond sealer (Sun Medical, Shiga, Japan) does not require any pressure to be applied as it seals with adhesion. Therefore, we enlarged the apex into elliptical shapes with a major axis of #130 and minor axis of #80, performed root canal filling with three different methods, and compared sealing.

The following three methods of root canal filling were used. (1) The lateral condensation method using CANALS-N (Syowa Yakuhin Kako, Tokyo) and gutta-
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percha point, (2) the vertical condensation method using Obtura II (Obtura Spartan, Algonquin, IL, USA), and (3) the single point method with Super-Bond sealer. After root canal filling, dye penetration test was conducted and the distance of dye penetration from the apex to inside the root canal was measured. Results indicated significantly greater sealing with the single point method using Super-Bond sealer (Fig. 19).

![Fig. 19 Root canal filling methods and dye penetration lengths.](image)

* : Significant difference \( p < 0.05 \)

2. Sealing with Super-Bond only

With the single point method, flat or C-shaped root canals can cause the sealer thicken in certain sites and gaps can appear between the root canal wall due to contraction during polymerization. Therefore, we performed root canal filling with Super-Bond only, without using the gutta-percha point, and investigated whether sufficient sealing could be achieved. Root canals were enlarged to #140 up to the root apex and the following three methods were used to conduct root canal filling. (1) Filling of Super-Bond sealer with a syringe, (2) filling of Super-Bond Bulk-mix Radiopaque with a syringe, and (3) directly filling RealSeal SE sealer (SybronEndo Corporation, Orange, CA, USA) with a mixing tip. After dye penetration from the apex, tooth roots were cut into 0.5 mm horizontal slices, dye penetration rates were measured, and SEM observation was conducted\(^{45}\).

Results revealed hardly any dye penetration with Super-Bond sealer and Super-Bond Bulk-mix Radiopaque indicated significantly greater sealing than that achieved with RealSeal SE (Fig. 20). SEM showed that resin remained on the root canal wall (Fig. 21). With RealSeal SE, contraction gaps had formed between the root canal wall. These different results appeared to be greatly influenced by the fact that polymerization of Super-Bond progresses from the root canal wall. Thus, it could offer strong sealing not only for root canals with opened apex but also for flat or C-shaped root canals. Furthermore, bondable root canal sealing with Super-Bond may promote creating monoblocks within the root canal\(^{46,47}\).

![Fig. 20 Dye penetration rates after sealing with resin only.](image)

* : Significant difference \( p < 0.05 \)

![Fig. 21 Figure 21. SEM photographs after sealing with resin only](image)

a : Super-Bond sealer, b : RealSeal SE sealer

3. A tooth with opened root apex filled with Super-Bond

A 38-year-old female presented with a fistula (Fig. 22a, arrows) in the apical region of mandibular right first molar and the radiograph revealed bone resorption. As she had previously undergone apicoectomy, the root length had been halved. An ultrasonic file was used to enlarge the root canal under microscope and single point method was conducted using Super-Bond sealer (Fig. 22b). Six months after root filling, bone resorption in the apical region had disappeared and the patient is recovering favorably (Fig. 22c, d).

4. Sealing a C-shaped root canal with Super-Bond

A 50-year-old male presented with bone resorption in the apical region of the mandibular left second molar.
Removal of his crown revealed a C-shaped root canal. The root canal was enlarged with an ultrasonic file under a microscope and the root canal was sealed with Super-Bond Bulk-mix Radiopaque via a syringe without using the gutta-percha point. The periapical bone resorption disappeared and the patient is following a favorable course (Fig. 23). As Super-Bond has high fluidity and application of pressure is not necessary, it appears to be particularly effective in root canals shaped such as in this case.

5. Resistance to vertical root fracture

Root canal filling with adhesive resin sealer is more likely to increase resistance of vertical root fracture. Therefore, we compared the vertical fracture resistance of the root canal filled teeth with resin-based-sealer in combination with resin point or gutta-percha point. Extracted bovine root canals were prepared to size #140. After preparation, root canals were filled with following ;

① group R : Single resin point and 4-META / MMA-TBB resin-based-sealer, ② group G : Single gutta-percha point and 4-META / MMA-TBB resin-based-sealer, ③ group C : No filling. The resin points are consisted of 4-META / MMA-TBB resin and the same shape as #140 point. Tensile strength test in the bucco-lingual direction was performed.

As the results, an average of tensile strengths in the group R was significantly higher than those of group C and group G. And there was no significant difference between group C and Group G (Fig. 24). Therefore, it is suggested that root canal filling with resin-based-sealer and resin points was effective for the resistance of vertical root fracture.

Fig. 24  Tensile strength after root canal filling with 4-META / MMA-TBB resin-based-sealer
* : Significant difference $p<0.05$

Conclusion

The conclusions derived from this paper which reviewed research studies on treatment of infected root canals and vertically fractured roots using 4-META / MMA-TBB resin are as follows :

1. When the root canal has not been cleaned, root-end sealing of resected surface using Super-Bond during apicoectomy and intentional replantation could prevent leakage from root canal and root resorption, and bone defects disappeared resulting in good clinical outcomes.

2. Super-Bond could offer strong sealing for root canals in which pressure could not be applied during filling; root canal perforation, opened apex and C-shaped root canals.
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